
How to build a Paper Marionette 

1) Find the pieces HA (head A) and HB (head B). 

a. Pop the holes out of HA and HB on one of the square sides and on the tab. 

 

b. Fold the 4 squares up to form an open ended box.  Leave the rectangle side 

with the tab unfolded.  Fold the sides so that the printed letter will be on the 

inside of the box. 

 

c. Push HA and HB together so they form a full cube with four sides 

overlapping,  

making the head.  The holes at the top of the head should align with each 

other. 



d. Take a gold pin and put it through the top of the head. 

 

 

 

e. Hot glue together any overlapping sides of the head so it makes a cube. 

f. Fold the tabs back away from the head and fold the rectangles down so the 

tabs meet together.  Hot glue the rectangles here. 

 

 

2) Find the pieces T (torso) and 3 J’s (joints). 

a. Fold the J pieces as shown.  Make sure the printed J is on the inside. 

 



 

 

b. Fold the four largest sides of the T piece up as shown so a large rectangular 

prism shape is made. 

 

c. Attach a J piece to each hole on the top and smaller sides of the T piece (this 

means the holes that are not on the torso’s tabs). 



  

d. Fold the four tabs of the T pieces sides in and slide them under the wider 

front and back of the torso.  Hot glue the side tabs to the inside of the torso. 

 

 

e. At the bottom of the T piece, fold down all of the rectangle pieces and fold the 

tabs outward.  The side rectangles should go under the other tabs as shown.  

Hot glue the pieces down this way. 



 

3) Find the two pieces AU (arm upper) and follow the steps for them identically.  

 

a. Fold the sides of the piece AU up towards each other to make a rectangular 

prism.  Make sure that you fold the printed letters to the inside. 

 

 



Hot glue the overlapping tabs together. 

 

 

b. Fold the ends of the piece AU down, first the pieces without tabs, then the 

sides with tabs as you have before.  Hot glue the sides without tabs down 

together. 

 

4) Find the two pieces AL (arm lower) and follow the steps for them identically. 

a. Fold the sides of the piece AL up towards each other to make a rectangular 

prism.  Make sure that you fold the printed letters to the inside. 



 

b. Hot glue the overlapping tabs together. 

c. Fold the smaller square sides down and hot glue them.  Fold the long tab 

sides as shown so they make more tabs as well as a final side for the piece AL. 

 

d. Hot glue the last pieces down to form the full lower arm. 

 



 

5) Find the piece W (waist) and another piece J (joint). 

 

a. Fold the sides of the piece W up towards each other to make a rectangular 

prism.  Make sure that you fold the printed letters to the inside. 

 

b. Fold the piece J in the same way as before and attach it to the piece W where 

it’s hole is. 

c. Hot glue the overlapping tabs together on the piece W. 



d. Fold the smaller square sides down and hot glue them.  Fold the remaining 

sides of the piece W as shown so that two tabs appear facing down from the 

waist. 

 

e. Hot glue the remaining sides down.  The two sides will overlap a bit in the 

center of the waist. 

 

 

6) Find the pieces LU (leg upper) and two pieces J (joint).  Follow the steps for each 

upper leg identically. 



 

a. Fold the sides of the piece AU up towards each other to make a rectangular 

prism.  Make sure that you fold the printed letters to the inside. 

 

b. Hot glue the overlapping tabs together. 

c. On the end without tabs, fold the pieces of LU down.  Hot glue the sides down 

together.  They should have a hole on them that forms when they are glued 

down.  Don’t put glue over the hole. 



 

d. Take a J piece and fold it as you did before.  Attach the J piece to the LU piece 

with a pin. 

e. Fold and glue together the other end of the piece LU.  The finished LU should 

look as shown below. 

 

7) Find the pieces LL (leg lower).  Assemble these pieces in exactly the same fashion as 

AL (step 4). 

 

8) Find the pieces F (foot).  Follow the steps for each foot identically. 



 

a. Fold up the sides of the piece F as shown around the printed F.  Three 

squares should overlap on each side of the foot. 

 

b. Hot glue the three squares together. 



 

c. Fold the top two squares over the foot and glue them together as shown. 

 

d. Fold the last side of the piece F over the top of the foot and glue its square 

down to where there were three squares already glued. 



 

e. Fold down and glue the tabs down as shown. 

 

 

9) Find the pieces H.  Follow the steps for each foot identically. 



 

a. Fold the hands over and glue them together. 

 

 

10) Assemble the marionette as shown by attaching pins to the joints of each piece. 

  


